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C O M P O U N D S

MAX-CUT 800TM
C

A creamy, aggressive, oil base compound that removes heavy oxidation & deep scratches.
800 grit wet sand scratches and other defects on factory applied & refinished single stage paints.
Water soluble formula cleans up easily and leaves a smooth, clean surface. Body shop safe.
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MAX-CUT 1000TM
A creamy, aggressive, oil base compound that removes 1000 grit and deep scratches
& other defects on factory applied & refinish single stage paints. Low dust, water soluble formula
cleans easy and leaves a smooth, clean surface. Body shop safe.
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MAX-CUT 2000TM
A body shop safe compound that removes 2000 grit wet sand scratches and other imperfections
on refinished paints. Also repairs cob web scratches, micro scratches and swirl marks.
Its non-silicone, non-wax formula buffs fast and easily with very little dust. Natural oils brighten
color and restore depth & clarity. Safe for all OEM and refinish paints.

MAX-CUT 3000TM
A body shop safe, final finish compound that produces the ultimate finish on all OEM and
refinished paint finishes. Its non-silicone formula works fast and easy to correct swirls and
micro scratches. Restores gloss, depth & clarity. For use by hand, orbital or DA polisher.

HEAVY DUTY COMPOUNDTM
A fast aggressive cut for machine use on acrylic lacquer, enamels and high solid urethane paints
to level orange peel and remove 800-1000# wet sand scratches, blemishes, cobwebs, heavy
oxidation & water spots. Low dust, water soluble formula, cleans up easily. Machine use only.
Contains no wax or silicone. Body shop safe.

BUFF & SHINETM
A thick compound/wax combination is a fast and easy one-step polish. Designed specifically
for the needs of the high volume auto auctions. A dual-action formula breaks down into a
superior polish achieving a lustrous finish. Clean, polish, wax in 1 easy step. Hand or machine.
Excellent for marine use.
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